
311.

a thing as govt. in the holy catholic kxx1 church, in the universal church.

If there is, what kind of govt. is it. How is it atiwx administered. What

is the govt. of the holy catholic church. We want to think of that a little bit

before we go on to think of tkx the? govt. of the other parts of the church.

(end of record)

Record 9

The assignments which I gave you for the last class, covered a survey of tID

whole New Testament, except for Acts and Revelation. As to what it might

show regrdingxkixxx cli. govt. And I divided it into a small number of sectio

that there were members of the class, so that some xr.sx sections had two

people surveying them. But there were several papers not tunned in, and
two
mxm of those papers that were not turned in by last class covered sections which

others had done, but ix one of them covered a section which had only been

assignjed to one person. From those sections, from which most passages had been

selected, I picked the passages which seemed to have most to do with the govt.

of the church, just glancing through those papers, and assigned those to you

for this time, along with the kx study of Acts. So one paper just reached

me this minute, from last time, which was by itself and had no substitute,

and I notice that that one had more references than almost any papaer yet.

So that the material from Phil. 3 to I Thea. 5 certainly parts of it should

have been included in our more intesive study for this week. I think that it

would be well for you to note that, Phil 3 and k, and Col. 1 and 3, and

I Thea. 2 and 5. Note those chapters as having not been covered z in our

previous survey.

This semester I am not setting out to give you a lecture, a series of

infallible ±xx.tx utterances on the true attitude to take toward ch. govt.

I have tried with you t o look at the evidence and to apprase the evidence,

personally I feel that in an advanced class that ±tx is the way to do with any

subject. I am not anxious to get my theories across to you. I am anxious to

have you with me look at the evidence and see whaa thtere is that is crystal

clear on which intelligLnet people must agree. And see what there is on which
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